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The aim of this research are to describe the anatomy of right of land conflict and the resistance pattern that stone miner used toward PT. Semen Gresik in right of land conflict in pegat mount, Lamongan, since 1994 until 1998. The research is qualitative research by using case study approach. The source of data that used in this research got from informants who considered representative likes, the stone miner figur and village apparatus who still active or non active. The data collecting got from in depth interview, documentation and literaturre, after wards it described and analyzed by using interactive analysis method.

The result of this research are first, conflict anatomy that happened between stone miner and PT. Semen Gresik in pegat mount, Lamongan is right of land conflict, that affair happen on 1994, the stone miner file a claim of land is together property that already mined in generation to generation, in the other side, PT. Semen Gresik has authority a juridical manner. That are right purpose effort and the impact of mining stone conflict that happened in 1995 until 1997, the stone miner around the pegat mount, Lamongan, feel inflicted a financial loss of the consequence mining stone activity by PT. Semen Gresik.

The result of the second, resistance pattern that stone miner used to take by force again the right of land in that pegat mount by using veiled and opened opposition that veiled resistance done by stone miner toward side of PT. Semen Gresik, when liberation process happened or land evacuation and impact of the activity of mining and that opened resistance happened when the reformation roll on.
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